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Derek Simpson Goldsmith 

"Elegant Jewelry"

Known throughout the city for their intricate jewelry designs and fabulous

diamond work, Derek Simpson Goldsmith is the place to be when you're

looking to make a special purchase. Since its inception, this has been the

neighborhood's most trusted goldsmiths, offering a guarantee of

durability and genuineness to all its products. From gold and diamond

rings and necklaces, to customized sets, no matter what's your demand,

this goldsmith will ensure you are more than satisfied.

 +1 203 787 2498  dereksimpson@sbcglobal.net  1094 Chapel Street, New Haven CT

 by mikefats   

idiom 

"Get Stylin'"

idiom is one of New Haven's favorite boutiques. The boutique stocks a

wide array of women's clothing and accessory styles, from trendy and

modern to classic and elegant. The store also stocks jewelry, bath and

body products and all kinds of home decor products and fun gifts. For the

girl with style looking for that perfect piece, idiom should be a stop on the

journey.

 +1 203 782 2280  www.idiomboutique.com/  1014 Chapel Street, New Haven CT
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Fashionista Vintage & Variety 

"In Vogue Vintage"

If you're style is a little more vintage than modern trends, then Fashionista

Vintage & Variety is for you. There's a great selection for both men and

women, so everyone can find something they want. In addition to the

clothing, Fashionista also carries great vintage shoes and accessories.

 +1 203 777 4434  www.fashionista-vintage-

variety.com/

 info@fashionista-vintage-

variety.com

 93 Whitney Avenue, New

Haven CT
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Red Barn of Woodbridge 

"Barn Boutique"

The Red Barn of Woodbridge is one of the area's favorite local boutiques.

It has even been voted "best clothing store." The shop sells women's

clothing, accessories, jewelry and all kinds of interesting gifts and home

items. All the staff are artists and artistic people, so they can always help

you pick out something special and unique that fits your personal style.

 +1 203 389 2910  www.redbarnwoodbridge.com/  378 Amity Road, Woodbridge CT
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Material Girls 

"Livin' In A Material World"

Material Girls is one of the area's most popular boutiques. The shop

carries all kinds of trendy fashions, from clothing to jewelry, shoes, bags

and more. In addition to the wearable items, they also stock a range of

candles and other home decor items. Material Girls will monogram any of

their items.

 +1 203 298 9062  463 Boston Post Road, Orange CT
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